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EDITORIALS 

A PROGRESSIVE POLICE SYSTEM IN BERKELEY, 

CALIFORNIA 

Something like an ideal relationship between the public and the 
police force has developed in Berkeley, California. The chief of police, 
Mr. August Vollmer, an associate editor of this JOURNAL, came into 
office approximately thirteen years ago, a veteran of the Spanish-Amer- 
ican War. Police work was for him an altogether untried profession. 
He brought to this office an untiring vigor, supreme moral and physical 
courage, and an unusually high order of intelligence which always 
carries with it a far vision or imagination and the practical sense need- 
ful to realize visions. In this period he has become intimately familiar 
with the best literature relating directly and indirectly to the work of 
the police and to criminology in general. Such a degree of public con- 
fidence has been established in the Chief that frequently parents and 
teachers take to him personally their troublesome youths in order that 
they may have his advice as to their treatment, and under his initiative 
a psychopathic clinic, with volunteer physicians in attendance, has 
been established in the city for the service of the public schools and 
the police department. In this clinic every arrested person who is in 
the least degree suspected of any form of alienation receives an ex- 
amination and diagnosis, and many others are induced, through the 
friendly mediation of the police officials, to go to the clinic voluntarily 
for examination. Through this agency many cases of mental aliena- 
tion, acute and chronic, such as those referred to by Drs. Murray and 
Kuh in their article in this JOURNAL on "A Psychopathic Laboratory 
in the Chicago House of Correction" (Vol. VIII, No. 6), have been 
transferred to institutions where they can be properly cared for until 
cured, which in many cases means permanent detention. 

Another outstanding feature of the Berkeley police organization 
is the police school which was fully described in this JOURNAL (Vol. 
VII, No. 6) where the complete curriculum may be found. The 
course of study is estimated to require three years for its completion. 
The class holds daily meetings of one hour's duration throughout the 

year and pursues but one subject at a time until it is finished. The 
course is comprehensive. It includes subjects that have a direct bear- 

ing upon police work such as Evidence, Methods of Identification, and 
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Police Organization, and others that have less direct application, such 
as Civics. 

The operation of the school is almost without cost. Members of 
the state university faculty and other public-spirited persons volunteer 
their service as instructors. 

A selected group of policemien are in regular attendance. Once 
each week all the members of the force who can be spared from their 
posts are brought together to hear a lecture upon some phase of the 
policeman's profession. Mr. Vollmer believes that on the whole the 
larger the intellectual background of the policeman the better public 
service he is able to render in his daily occupation. 

This sounds "high brow" to the majority of police officials, but 
the fact is that Berkeley has a most effective police service. There 
are only twenty-eight men in the whole force; a ridiculously small 

group when compared with that employed in many cities of half the 
size of Berkeley-a city of about 65,000 inhabitants. During Chief 
Vollmer's thirteen-year administration, while the population of the city 
has trebled the police force has been reduced from thirty-two to the 

present number, and in the same period the number of complaints of 
serious offenses in the city has been reduced by approximately one-half. 
In 1907 there were thirteen special policemen, privately employed, in 
the city. At present there are only four and two of these are engaged 
solely to turn lights on and off, to adjust awnings, and to do other 
chores in the business quarters of the city. 

In this connection it should be recalled that Berkeley is not a city 
isolated from contagions of crime such as are abr6ad in many large 
municipalities. It is adjacent to Oakland with its population of ap- 
proximately 225,000, and is directly across the bay from San Fran- 
cisco with more than a half million inhabitants, and, by electric rail- 
road and water, but a half-hour distant from the main business and 
residential centers of Berkeley. This city, with an ineffective, unintel- 
ligent police force could easily be over-run by the social dregs of sur- 
rounding districts. Even the tramps shun the city. 

Every member of the force is required to own a gasoline-driven 
automobile and to operate it in his daily work on the streets. The 
city pays him $27.50 in addition to his monthly salary and supplies him 
in addition with gasoline and oil. This enables him to purchase and 
maintain a durable car. Hle has a fixed beat, but covers it differently 
every day. Mounted as they are, the whole force, no matter where 
they may be in the city, are controlled by an ingenious signal system 
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and in a few minutes at any hour of the day they can surround any 
block from which trouble is being reported. 

Each car is equipped, not only with the usual policeman's im- 
plements, but with a rope and hook which may be useful in assisting 
the fire department and in giving a lift to stalled teams and dead 
cars; with a jack by which the officer may give aid to the driver of a 
broken-down truck or what not, and with first aid for the injured ma- 
terials as well. 

While organizing and administering the system in Berkeley Chief 
Vollmer has been able to wield a very great influence in public welfare 
organizations throughout the state of California, and to take an effec- 
tive hand in directing legislation for the elimination and control of 
crime in the state. The State Bureau of Identification owes its exist- 
ence to his genius. He has taken an active hand in the development of 
instruction in criminology in the state university in Berkeley, and in 
his last report he declares his hope that soon our future police officers 

may receive from the universities of the land the training they need 
to fit them for their responsible positions. It is implied that then 
there will no longer be a need for police schools organized within mu- 

nicipal departments. 
The organization in Berkeley is one striking indication among 

others that we are on the threshold in America of the era of scientific 

police. Here is a system that is equipped with all the modern ap- 
pliances that science affords for photography, finger printing and 
measurements; for keeping complete records of all this data and of the 
modus operandi of criminals, and for the professional instruction of 

policemen. At the same time the department takes the lead in forming 
public opinion and in initiating movements for public welfare. All 
the while the department works effectively. 

For generations we in America have, in many respects, labored 
under the disadvantage of our extreme individualism. This expresses 
itself, among other ways in our attitude toward the police forces. We 

are inclined to look upon them as at least a potential interference with 

individual privileges and to resent even an occasional advance on their 

part, toward an official or semi-official relationship with persons who 

are neither charged with crime nor under suspicion, even though such 

an advance may clearly be in the interest of public welfare. Yet there 

are known to the police in every municipality many persons who are 

a public nuisance, at least potentially, by reason of their near-incor- 

rigibility and evil associations, or because of gross defects in person- 
ality such as may be apparent even to the casual observer, or be- 
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cause of both of these facts. No official or private citizen in any 
community knows these characters and their ways better than the 
police. If we were less sensitive than we now are on the point of our 
alleged individual rights and privileges the police could do much more 
than they are now doing to help us over some of our social disabilities. 
Responsibility for improvement rests both upon the public at large and 
the police, but upon neither side alone. ROBERT H. GAULT. ROBERT H. GAULT. 

THE CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION BUREAU 

Wherever police departments are maintained the officials in charge 
have recognized that the identification bureau is a very important 
branch of the police organization. They have learned from experi- 
ence that the delinquent changes his demeanor toward them as soon 
as he learns that his identity is known. When offenders are able to 
conceal their identity they are defiant, non-communicative, and fre- 
quently combative, whereas, if they are shown by the identification 
officers that their previous record is known the defiant attitude 
vanishes, and the hitherto silent and sometimes combative suspect is 
quite a talkative and congenial sort of fellow, ready to tell all he knows 
about himself, his associates, and his fence. Moreover, he frequently 
furnishes valuable information concerning the whereabouts and ac- 
tivities of others who are engaged in unlawful occupations. 

The police have learned also that the identification of prisoners 
facilitates criminal procedure. Instead of spending days interviewing 
witnesses, securing evidence, and later prosecuting the case in court 
with prospects of a long, tedious trial, the matter is completely dis- 
posed of in a few hours, if the prisoner is convinced that his record is 
known. He is usually willing to waive all of his rights and enter a 
plea of guilty as quickly as the legal machinery will permit him to 
do so. 

Identification bureaus are useful also when it is necessary to com- 
pare finger-prints found at the scene of the crime with finger-prints 
that are filed in the police department. Numerous delinquents have 
learned to their sorrow that indentification was quick and certain when 
their finger marks have been discovered by the officers in the vicinity 
of the crime. 

Photographs of prisoners pasted chronologically in photograph 
albums furnished the only means of identification for many years. 
Later additional albums were added in which were filed photographs 
of specialists in various criminal occupations, such as pickpockets, safe 
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